Stump the Chumps

CarTalk, on National Public Radio is the greatest radio show in all of history…besides Williams trivia. If you haven't tuned into it before, you should. If you have…we apologize for ruthlessly appropriating the following catch-phrase:

It's time to play 'Stump the Chumps'. On CarTalk, that means it's time to find out whether Click and Clack correctly advised a past caller on his or her car-related trouble. For our purposes, 'Stump the Chumps' means it's your turn to stump us. In what we hope to be a revival of an unfortunately-lost trivia quasi-tradition—write your own short set of trivia-bonus-style questions, preferably with some kind of theme. Your questions will be graded on the following standards:

25% Did you stump us?
30% Was your theme cool?
35% Overall witiness.
10% Class Participation.